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ABSTRACT 
There are numerous problems to be addressed when connecting mobile clients (e.g. 
smartphones and tablet devices) with Web services. These devices consume Web services via 
wireless channels; and as a result, developers and researchers are investigating different 
approaches to address challenges related to network fluctuation, latency, and low bandwidth. In 
addition, most of these devices have limited capabilities in terms of information processing and 
resource storage. This research focuses on enabling mobile devices for consuming RESTful Web 
services efficiently. 
The aforementioned problems of network instability are addressed in this research by 
proposing and implementing a cloud centric proxy server architecture; which is based on 
mirroring resources. The mirroring of the Web server’s resources on the mobile device and the 
proposed proxy server is achieved by exploring caching techniques. Furthermore, an evaluation 
is done to determine what kind of components and architecture is required for supporting 
resource constraint mobile devices like smartphones and tablets while connecting them with 
RESTful systems. By linking the caching components of the mobile devices with a cloud-hosted 
proxy server, it becomes possible to share caches and achieve significant performance boost for 
mobile consumers of the RESTful Web services. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, Web Services (WS) [58] have emerged as the standard for building open 
distributed system. WS provide an open and platform independent approach to connect various 
components within and across physical and organizational borders. At the same time, we have 
witnessed significant growth within mobile handsets worldwide. 476.5 million mobile devices 
were sold in the fourth quarter of 2011 worldwide [20][21] and every third mobile device was 
sold was a smartphone. The value of the smartphone grows exponentially by its ability to 
connect to external WS. This leads us to the question of how to connect this resource constrained 
mobile device to the rich pool of different WS. Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2 show a tablet device 
and a smartphone device respectively. 
 
 
Figure 1-1. BlackBerry Playboook tablet device [8] 
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Figure 1-2. BlackBerry smartphone device [34] 
 
 
Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are very heterogeneous. They have different 
operating systems, different hardware, and different form factors. As a result, developing a 
native app (application that is developed explicitly to use on a particular platform or device) 
means we are limited to building only platform specific applications.  However, one way to 
deploy single code base applications on multiple mobile platforms to deal with the heterogeneity 
is by using the embedded browser pattern [31]. To achieve this, applications are often built using 
Web technology tools such as HTML5 and JavaScript to provide attractive user interfaces, client 
side functionalities, and inter component communications [31]. The flexibility of Web tools also 
affords developers the ability to wrap native codes in an embedded browser [31]. 
These mobile devices consume WS via wireless channels; and as a result, developers and 
researchers are exploring innovative ways to curtail the challenges of network fluctuation, 
latency, and low bandwidth. In addition, most of these mobile devices have limited capabilities 
in terms of information processing and resource storage. This research focuses on enabling 
mobile devices to consume RESTful [16] web services efficiently. 
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The main contribution of this research is the development of an architecture to address the 
above-mentioned problems of network instability. The architecture combines a local cache in the 
mobile device with a cloud hosted proxy server that works as a mediator or middleware. The 
mobile devices have caches for every individual resource which are mirrored resources. The 
middleware or proxy server is the intermediary between the REST Web server (which hosts the 
RESTful Web services) and mobile devices and also has caches for every single resource. This 
work also approaches the idea of sharing caches for multiple devices of a single user.  
 
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the problem definition. 
Chapter 3 reviews research related to WS, consuming REST-WS by mobile devices, caching, 
proxy server and cloud computing. Chapter 4 discusses the proposed architecture. Chapter 5 
details the prototypic implementation of the architecture and the programing techniques that are 
employed. Chapter 6 presents the experiments and evaluation of the work. And finally, Chapter 7 
summarizes the research contribution and Chapter 8 concludes the paper with possible future 
work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PROBLEM DEFINITION 
This research focuses on enabling resource constrained mobile devices to consume Web 
Services (WS) over wireless connections. Laptops, smartphones and tablets are emerging as 
popular consumers of WS (e.g. RESTful WS). The key question that needs to be addressed is: 
how to link these mobile devices wirelessly to the rich pool of different RESTful WS. Figure 2.1 
shows the mobile devices consuming RESTful [16] WS in a Wi-Fi environment. 
  
 
Figure 2-1.  Mobile clients consuming RESTful WS in a Wi-Fi environment 
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To answer this question, four major problems must be addressed that are arising from wireless 
connectivity namely: 
1. Network loss/ Temporary network loss: Mobile devices enforce location-dependent 
connectivity and often suffer network loss because of the mobility of the end user (or 
carrier). So the challenge is how to ensure seamless access to the services even when the 
device gets out of connection range. 
2. Latency: The value of the mobile device is also determined by how fast the user can access 
the information. So another challenge is how latency can be decreased so that the 
information will always be available on the device whenever it is needed. 
3. Limited Resources: The mobile device has limited resource. There is not a lot of CPU 
available because of energy limitation. How long a tablet device (e.g. iPad, PlayBook, and 
so on) can run also decides their demand and market value. 
4. Reduced bandwidth:  Mobile devices communicate over wireless channels which have 
limited bandwidth; and bandwidth is costly. Mobile consumers or the end users are billed on 
the amount of data transferred over the mobile network. Therefore the challenge is how the 
network traffic can be minimized so that the mobile consumers will have to pay less. 
The goal of this research is to develop a cloud hosted proxy server platform and use caching 
on the mobile device to address the above mentioned challenges in order to facilitate the mobile 
devices to consume REST-WS efficiently. Figure 2.2 describes a system where a mobile client is 
consuming RESTful Web services using a cloud hosted proxy server. The proxy server also has a 
cache component. The use of caching in both the mobile client and the proxy server is the 
extension of the “Dual Caching Model” proposed by Liu et al. [29].  
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Figure 2-2.  Mobile client consuming RESTful WS using caching and a cloud hosted proxy 
server 
 
 
In this research, the key issues are: 
1. How fast the mobile client and proxy server can efficiently communicate? 
2. How to detect and propagate the state changes to the proxy server and mobile client? 
3. How to enable the cache to be used in multiple devices of a single user? 
 
 To know the current state-of-the-art approaches towards addressing the key issues for the 
development of the framework will be discussed in the next chapter in the literature review.  
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CHAPTER 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This section reviews related research in the following fields: The first part, 3.1 to 3.5 focuses 
on Web Services, SOA, REST, WADL and REST for mobile clients respectively while the 
second part discusses two issues which are network loss and latency. These two issues are 
typically addressed by caching. Another important aspect within caching is the location of the 
cache component. It can be on the mobile device, or it can be on intermediary servers such as a 
proxy server. Therefore, general caching is discussed in section 3.6. Using a proxy server will 
help with the disconnecting and re-connecting problem and the feature constraint limitations of 
the mobile device. Section 3.7 and 3.8 expounds on the idea of proxy servers and the location of 
the proxy servers respectively. 
 
3.1 Web Services 
Web Services (WS) technology is linked to the idea of the Service Oriented Architecture 
(SOA) [45] [63]. It is a method or technology of interaction between different machines or 
devices which are accessible through the Internet. According to the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) [58], a Web service is “a software system designed to support interoperable 
machine-to-machine interaction over a network.” The Web Services Description Language 
(WSDL) [58] document clearly describes all the specifications for defining a web service in an 
XML grammar and the capabilities of a web service as well [10] [59]. WS use the Extensible 
Markup Language (XML) messages for communication over the Internet which is a set of policy 
defined by the W3C in the XML 1.0 Specification for encoding documents in a machine-
readable form [14]. The XML messages or streams “should be validated to ensure that the 
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information can be uniquely understood” while the messages or streams are exchanged for 
interaction through the network or among applications [28]. 
The two basic architectures for WS are: 
 Service Oriented Architecture, which follows WS* protocol stack, and 
 REST 
 
3.2 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) defines everything in terms of services. For a 
request-response communication, a service consumer and a service provider use messages which 
are self-containing documents. The SOA based Web service generally follows the Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP) standards [46] [45]. Pautasso et al. [38] introduces SOA as “Big “Web 
Services. The OASIS [32] group describes Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in their 
reference model as "a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may be 
under the control of different ownership domains". SOA uses the find-bind-execute paradigm 
which is shown in Figure 3-1 [33]. 
 
 
Figure 3-1. Service Oriented Architecture [33] 
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While describing the Service Oriented Architecture, Box [9] identifies four tenets for service 
orientation which focus on explicit borders of services, autonomous services, use of schema and 
policies. The basic unit of communication for SOA is message-oriented, rather than an operation 
[60]. The key parts heuristic of SOA is that it has a very large protocol which defines a lot of 
elements and relies on a large specification. And as it relies on messages which consist of XML 
messages, it produces large amount of traffic [38].  
 
3.3 The Representational State Transfer (REST) 
Recently a different approach that has gained popularity for designing Web services is the 
RESTful Web Service (REST-WS) which was introduced by Fielding [16] in his doctoral 
dissertation in 2002. REST is a protocol independent architectural design and the acronym stands 
for “REepresentational State Transfer”.  The key feature of RESTful WS is that every entity is 
considered as a resource instead of considering it as a service. It follows a resource-oriented 
architecture identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) where every resource has a 
unique HTTP or similar protocol link. The REST architecture allows simple semantic interfaces 
to a set of standard operations such as GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE in the HTTP protocol for 
a client-server interaction [60]. Richardson’s Maturity Model [17] identified different types of 
REST implementation [62] and what are the best and scalable models. The first level talks about 
POX or Plain Old XML where there will be a “singular service endpoint” and the second level 
identifies resources where instead of making all the requests to one single port address, there will 
be multiple resources to be considered. The third level talks about multiple verbs and multiple 
URIs. This level clearly defines operations that can be done using this standard set of multiple 
verbs. The highest level, states about “Hypermedia Controls” which means the server drives the 
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clients’ states by providing the URI or URL which pre-defines the clients’ options and actions as 
well. 
Fielding [16] mentioned the basic principles in his thesis that characterize RESTful systems 
namely: uniquely identifiable resources, stateful resources, clear operation that modify the state 
of these resources, and the assumption that the client and server do not know anything about 
each other except the information they exchange in that conversation. The approach for building 
REST has been the HTTP protocol. Within this protocol the Unique Identifiers are URIs or 
URLs. The communication is stateless because the request will not know anything about the 
client or server. On the other hand, the resources are stateful because they have all the 
information to represent the message or operation. The CRUD [1] model defines one method for 
each operation that a resource can do on the server using the HTTP methods [1]. Table 3-1 
represents the REST verbs and their corresponding CRUD [1] operations. 
 
 
 
Table 3-1. REST verbs and corresponding CRUD operations 
REST Verbs CRUD Operation 
PUT Create 
GET Retrieve 
POST Update 
DELETE Delete 
 
 
Overdick [37] introduces the concept of Resource Oriented Architecture (ROA) as an 
alternative to the Service Oriented Architecture. This paper is one of the first papers that 
highlight the fact that REST and SOAP [32] are not very different from one another. He showed 
that resources are basically services. However, by putting some constrains on unconstrained 
architecture RESTful architectures can be achieved.  
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Pautasso et al. [38] compare WS*- services and REST in terms of different implementation 
levels based on the architectural principles and guidelines. The strength of REST traffic is that it 
is lightweight, scalable and cacheable. Table 3-2 shows some differences between SOA and 
ROA. 
 
 
 
Table 3-2. Difference between SOA and ROA 
SOA ROA 
Interaction between services Interaction between resources 
The processes are stateless.  The resources are stateful. 
Large protocol Lightweight [38] 
Hard to cache [38] Cacheable [38] 
Semantics are not explicit [2] Semantics are explicit. [2] 
Often tightly coupled [19] [23]. Loosely coupled.[16][38] 
Problems with scalability Highly Scalable [38] 
 
3.4 WADL 
The Web Application Description Language (WADL) is an XML based language or 
specification which is a simple alternative to WSDL (Web Services Description Language) that 
provides description of HTTP based Web applications which are REST WS that can be read and 
processed by a machine. It eases the creation of web 2.0 style applications for dynamically 
configuring services and eliminates the manual writing of the applications [24][57]. According to 
the W3C [56], “WADL is designed to provide a machine process-able description of HTTP-
based Web applications”. Takase et al [49] differentiates WADL and WSDL as a “resource-
centric description language” and an “interface-centric description language” respectively. 
Figure 3-2 is an example of a WADL description for the Yahoo News Search [56] application. 
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Figure 3-2.  Example of a WADL description [56] 
 
 
 
3.5 REST for Mobile Clients 
As a SOA based system needs an XML parser to understand the exchanged message or 
document which includes additional cost for parsing SOAP [46] requests, Lee et al. [27] propose 
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to implement a ROA-based Web service methodology for Telco. Using low-rest [43] style 
services they reduce the server side request processing cost because it communicates through 
HTTP response over the network and the message body contains simple XML or JSON 
messages. Christensen [11] evaluates the key aspects of using RESTful WS for mobile 
applications. REST “minimizes the impact of network volatility” and “easy to invoke” as it is 
URI based and stateless. Another aspect is that REST usually responds with HTTP and thus it is 
“discrete”. REST delivery can be concise and it lends itself to a memory environment which is 
very constrained [11]. 
Christensen [11], states RESTful WS are “easier to consume on mobile platforms because the 
client and server agree on a simple invocation and response protocol. This eliminates the 
requirement for excessive meta-data based parsing for invocation.” 
Selonen et al. [43] give an outline for developing a RESTful MR (Mixed Reality) Web 
Service platform at Nokia Research Center. Mixed reality defines to a combination of real and 
virtual worlds for “creating environments in which physical and digital objects co-exist. They 
choose REST and ROA style because they want the system to be secure and scalable. Some 
additional benefits for choosing REST include “decoupling the clients from the service to 
support high priority program clients and 3rd party clients in the future, uniform interface to 
enable evolution of the platform to support new content types over time and aligning with Nokia 
Services business unit reference stack” [43]. 
In his research, Stirbu [47] proposes a model to build an adaptive and multi-device application 
sharing process where the user interface is designed as RESTful architecture. He claims that after 
implementing it based on RESTful architecture, it is proved that the architecture is “both feasible 
and effective” [47]. 
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3.6 Caching 
Caching is a popular mechanism for improving user experience in distributed client-server 
communication. Web caching is a way to store previous Web results in order to minimize the 
communication overhead in a request-response interaction. Falaki et al. [15] investigated the 
network traffic caused by the smartphone and found that more than half of the traffic is 
contributed by Web browsing. To deal with network traffic, connectivity problem and latency, 
caching becomes vital for mobile clients. Cached data for a particular client request can be stored 
on the client side for any equivalent future requests. Client cache improves performance, 
advances system scalability and reduces latency, especially because of partial reduction of few 
interactions.  
Liu et al. [29] proposed a dual caching model where caches are put on nomadic clients and the 
server. They showed that it is possible to have two caches where the client cache shields the 
mobile client from the interconnectivity problem and the wired side cache shields the loss of 
connectivity or spotty connection problem. With the proxy side cache, pre-fetching [29] and 
caching can be used which shields the client from the complexity that arrives from the client 
disconnection and re-connection problem.  
To maintain consistency of data in mobile distributed systems, Wang et al. [54] [55] evaluated 
a scheme called “scalable asynchronous cache consistency scheme (SACCS)”. They proposed 
the scheme to maintain cache consistency between the mobile support station (MSS) and mobile 
user’s (MU) caches.  
Ren et al. [41] proposed to use a “semantic caching scheme” while accessing Location 
Dependent Data (LDD) or application in mobile environments.  
Frangiadakis et al. [18] did research on investigating the existing caching strategies for highly 
mobile environments and states that “efficiently answering multiple queries” or “reception of the 
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data” is preferred than “small delays in delivery”. They provide analysis of push, pull and hybrid 
push-pull ratio for efficiently receiving data in a mobile environment.  
To reduce energy consumption and latency in mobile applications, Shen et al. [22] proposed 
the “Greedy Dual Least Utility mechanism”, a novel caching method with a cache replacement 
algorithm and a passive pre-fetching algorithm. However, caching becomes critical for mobile 
service clients due to connectivity problem and limited bandwidth.  
The third feature of REST introduced by Fielding [16] in his doctoral dissertation is “client-
cache-stateless-server”. REST is absolutely vital for mobile clients because here caching and 
proxies can be used as notion of the state is clear. The semantics are well known [2] and changes 
in states are clear which is very important for caching. 
 
3.7 Proxy Servers 
A proxy server is a “server that acts as an intermediary for requests from clients seeking 
resources from other servers” [39].  Proxy server serves the response requested by a client by 
connecting with the original server on behalf of the client. To do so the proxy server checks the 
requests for validation through filtering before connecting to the appropriate server for serving 
the service. On the other hand, a proxy server can cache responses which allows it to serve 
clients’ request for the same data without contacting the original server [39].  Figure 3-3 
illustrates how a proxy server works. 
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Figure 3-3.  Working of Proxy Server [64] 
 
 
Endler et al. [12] in their survey based report investigate various proxy based system 
approaches, main categories of tasks allocated on them and frameworks for the development and 
deployment of proxy based systems for mobile computing. They argue that proxy based systems 
are the “best solutions” for mobile applications. They propose the need of using “dynamic proxy 
configuration, which allows shaping the proxy’s functionality according to dynamic demand by 
the clients, server load, or the current mobile network conditions” [12]. They also discuss the 
necessity of proxy side caching and different approaches of caching in mobile computing. 
 
3.8 Cloud Computing 
Schmidt introduced the term “cloud computing” in a conversation with Sullivan on Search 
Engine Strategies Conference in 2006 by saying “data services and architecture should be on 
servers. We call it cloud computing – they should be in a ‘cloud’ somewhere” [42]. According to 
Armbrust et al. [6], today computing is accessible in a way where users can access the services 
based on their requirements like utility services such as electricity, gas, water, and telephone. 
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Cloud computing is a new paradigm of distributed computing that allows software and data 
accessing, and storage services without end-user’s knowledge of where the servers are located, 
how the services are delivered and maintained [44]. Armstrong et al. [6] and Barnatt [7] state 
cloud computing as “the applications delivered as services over the Internet”.  Figure 3-4 
illustrates a Cloud computing conceptual diagram. 
 
 
Figure 3-4.  Cloud computing conceptual diagram [44] 
 
 
According to “Evans Data” [50], after conducting a survey with over 400 software developers 
to determine their perceptions of leading cloud space vendors and providers, EC2, GAE, IBM’s 
cloud and Microsoft’s Azure are the most popular and top list companies. Amazon Elastic Cloud 
Computing (EC2) provides a Virtual Environment where users can choose different Operating 
Systems and hardware architectures to run on their virtual machines [4]. Vaquero et al. [52] 
name “scalability, pay-per-use utility model and virtualization” as the key features while 
defining cloud computing. They classify three major scenarios in cloud computing based on the 
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type of provided capability namely: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). 
According to them, there are 3 major styles depending on resource abstraction technologies 
for cloud computing:  
1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) refers to a service that exposes the hardware resources to 
users. Amazon EC2 is a successful IaaS implementation in the market [52].  
2. Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides computational resources as high level application 
platforms. Google App Engine (GAE) is an example of PaaS [52]. 
3. Software as a Service (SaaS) focuses on exposing software functions as services (i.e. WS) 
[52].  
Qian et al. [40] study the underlying idea, history and status, advantages and risks, value chain 
and standardization of cloud computing. They define five key technical features of cloud 
computing: large scale computing resources, high scalability & elastic, shared resource pool, 
dynamic resource scheduling and, general purpose [40]. Armbrust et al. [6] believes that with 
cloud computing, some existing applications will become “more compelling and contribute 
further to its momentum” and “Mobile interactive applications” is one of them. 
 
3.9 Summary 
Mobile devices are resource constrained clients. To deal with network traffic, limited 
resources, connectivity problem and latency, caching becomes vital for mobile clients [15]. The 
“Dual Caching Model” which introduces caching for both client and server sides, can be the 
solution of the generic problems which arise while consuming WS in mobile clients [29]. Proxy 
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servers can be used to shield clients from the emerging complexities while connecting with the 
server for resources [12].  Some strength features of REST traffic is that it is lightweight, 
scalable, cacheable [38] and loosely coupled [16] [38]. The use of REST becomes very important 
for mobile clients since caching and proxies can be used as the notion of state is clear. Hosting 
the servers in a cloud computing environment can enhance the scalability and reliability of 
mobile clients [36]. And also with cloud computing, mobile applications can be made more 
credible [6].  Table 3.3 shows the solutions found from the previous researches. 
 
Table 3-3. Solutions of the 4 problems found from reviewed research 
Issues Findings 
Network loss/ 
Temporary 
network loss 
In order to deal with network loss, the client must have a cache [29], 
[15], [18], [12]. In case we are dealing with temporary outrages, it is 
also good to have a proxy on the wired side to allow the client to re-
connect and continue with the session [39], [12]. 
Latency Caching in client side and also in proxy side is the reason for 
reducing latency or speed up the information access over the network. 
This rages the question of how to do pre-fetching to reduce latency 
[29], [15], [18], [12]. 
Limited Resources To deal with resource constrains, use of a proxy server and also 
hosting the proxy server in the cloud is a good solution. To deal with 
limited resource problem, pre and post processing in a proxy closer to 
the network resources can be one possible solution [6], [7], [36], [12]. 
Reduced 
Bandwidth 
This is again primarily the goal of using client side caching and 
middleware for example a proxy server which sends the updates. We 
get the idea that we can deal with this problem with the use of 
lightweight protocol and push through the proxy server [29], [15], 
[18], [39], [12]. 
 
 
 
In summary, the reviewed research indicates: 
 A cache is needed on the mobile client side [29] [15] [18] [12]. 
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 A middleware or proxy server is needed which is going to have a cache and also going to 
update the mobile client side cache as well as to deal with the consistency issue [29] [12]. 
 Hosting the servers in Cloud can enhance the scalability and reliability of mobile clients and 
mobile applications can be made more credible [6] [36]. 
 As REST traffic is lightweight and scalable, the use of REST becomes very important for 
mobile clients since caching and proxies can be used as the notion of state is clear [16] [38]. 
However, there are still open questions regarding these findings that remain, namely: 
 How to detect the state changes and how to push state changes on the mobile client? 
 How to build a portable cache which can be used for multiple devices? 
 How to build and organize the caches so that they can be used for multiple devices of a user? 
 How to deal with the heterogeneous Web resources as we have so many different resources 
and everyone has a different policy, different mechanisms for propagating its updates? 
 How to implement the proxy server and the RESTful Web server on cloud platforms? 
 How to link these resource constrain mobile devices wirelessly to different RESTful WS? 
While describing these issues, everyone debated about the sub problems regarding these 
questions. However, no one has actually built a complete architecture. Even if they did this, they 
did not test it in realistic settings. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ARCHITECTURE 
Within this research, the main emphasis is on RESTful Web Services (REST-WS) that follow 
the HTTP protocol. Every WS is to be considered as a different resource/object with different 
policies. The mobile device will maintain multiple caches which are key/value pair storages for 
each individual resource/object. Figure 4.1 illustrates the proposed architecture. 
 
 
Figure 4-1. The proposed architectural design  
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In this work, the goal is to investigate the approaches for caching and the use of a proxy 
server to overcome some of the challenges like network loss, bandwidth consumption, resource 
constrains and latency. The architecture (Figure 4-1) consists of three parts, the mobile clients, 
the proxy server and the RESTful WS hosted by REST Web server. Both the proxy server and 
WS are in the Cloud. The caches will be on the mobile device itself and also in the proxy server 
which will sit between the mobile device and the REST Web server. The mobile devices have 
individual caches consisting of every mirrored resource. The proxy server also has caches for 
every single resource. The use of caching in both the client side and the server side is the 
extension of the “Dual Caching Model” proposed by Liu et al. [29].  
 
4.1 Mobile Client 
The mobile client hosts one or multiple applications. There will be caches in the mobile 
device itself which will have “mirrored resources” that are copy of RESTful resources from the 
REST Web server. Whenever a state change or update happens in the resources, the client caches 
will get them through the proxy server. Each resource can have their own policies such as 
different caching and pre-fetching strategies. Figure 4-2 shows the architecture of the mobile 
client. 
 
Figure 4-2.  Architecture of Mobile Client 
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4.2 Proxy Server 
The proxy server has multiple sub proxies in it and resources like R1, R2, and R3 for mobile 
client1; resources R1, R2 and R3 for mobile client2 and so on as a user can have multiple mobile 
devices. There will be caches for every resource. They can be shared in multiple devices or not. 
In a generic proxy server, all users share the same cache making the process complex as they 
have to maintain information about each user. However, in the proposed approach, every user 
can now have its own set of information. This proxy server hides all the issues in the wired world 
from the mobile client and knows how to interpret messages from these resources. The proxy 
server will have multiple caches for every single mobile client of a user. Figure 4-3 shows the 
internal architecture of the proxy server. 
 
Figure 4-3. Architecture of the proxy server 
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The proxy server consists of:  
 Part A: HTTP Server components that communicate with the mobile clients and the 
RESTful WS. 
 Part B: Data store which are key/value pair storage caches where for every resource we will 
have caches. 
 Part C: Controller which works as Resource Cache Manager (RCM).  RCM executes the 
requests and gets the result back. Every resource will have its own RCM. The Web server 
will connect with them and notify the state change to RCM. If there is one user with two 
devices, for each resource there will be one resource cache. The more the user shares 
resource cache, it is easier for the proxy server to operate. When there is a state change in 
one of the resources, they get updated in all of them. Figure 4-4 shows the internal 
architecture of the proxy server for multiple devices. 
 
Figure 4-4.  Cache representation on the Proxy Server for multiple devices 
 
 
 
4.3 Proxy Object 
In the proposed architecture, the proxy server contains resources which are proxy objects. The 
proxy objects know how often to query for services, when and where to send updates. The proxy 
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object knows how to interpret messages of the resources and the meaning of a new state of the 
resource in the server. It encapsulates details of state changes in the server and the interpretation. 
Either push method or pull method is applied; these proxy objects contain all the information.  
These proxy objects also have the goal to later communicate to the client side proxies and can 
have their own proprietary protocols to push data to the client. So the proxy object has two 
different sides: the server side and the client side. The server side will know about resources (e.g. 
resource R1 which is shown in Figure 4-5) in the actual service and interpret its actions, how to 
send messages and how to understand if a state change is happened. The client side which after 
detecting the state change, sends it to the client. It will also know how to send information to the 
other clients. Figure 4-5 illustrates the two goals of a resource R1 in a proxy server. 
 
Figure 4-5.  Two goals of Object R1 in the proxy server 
 
 
Question 1: How will the client cache and proxy server cache communicate? 
Suppose the mobile client requests for resource R1. The client application will first go to the 
client cache to see if the resource is already in the cache or not. If it is already there, it will get 
the data from the cache and send it to the application. If it is not in the cache, the application will 
connect with the proxy server. The communication between the client cache and proxy server 
cache will be over HTTP. The proxy server will get the data from the proxy server cache if it’s 
there. Otherwise the proxy server will get the data from the RESR Web server, parse it and form 
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a new service results in JSON format, stores the result in the proxy server cache and send back 
the optimized result to the mobile client in JSON format. Figure 4-6 illustrates the 
communication between the client and proxy server. 
 
Figure 4-6. Communication between the client and the proxy server 
 
 
 
Question 2: How to propagate the state changes? 
 The proxy server is responsible for consuming the WS, getting the state changes, parsing, 
caching and delivering the service result to the mobile client. To get the state changes the proxy 
server sends a HEAD request to the REST server whenever there is a GET request coming from 
the mobile client. If the ETAG [51] value, which is a unique entity of the Web resource, has 
changed, that means the state is changed. To get the state changes, there are several possibilities 
and I am going to evaluate them. 
1. Proxy server A: The proxy server checks on the resources by sending HTTP HEAD 
requests to the REST Web server when the mobile client sends GET request for a particular 
resource, the proxy server grabs it from the REST Web server if it is not in the proxy server 
cache, stores it and sends it to the client which includes other updates from the REST Web 
server as well. This method is also called “Gossiping” [3]. Figure 4-7 illustrates the 
Gossiping method of state change.  
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2. Proxy server B: The proxy server checks on the particular resource by sending HTTP 
HEAD request to the REST Web server when the mobile client sends GET request for a 
particular resource, the proxy server grabs it from the REST Web server if it is not in the 
proxy server cache, stores it and sends it to the mobile client from the proxy server. Figure 4-
7 illustrates the system.  
 
Figure 4-7. State change propagation 
 
 
Question 3: How to build a portable cache which can be used for multiple devices of a user? 
Suppose a user has N mobile clients. The proxy server will maintain N caches for every single 
mobile client for a user. If mobile client1 requests for resource R1 and it connects to the proxy 
server, it can get the response back and can create its own cache. Or it can select an existing 
cache from the proxy server. The end user can delete its existing cache as well. For 
authentication, security tokens can be sent with the GET request from the client. As every 
resource has its own cache, a mobile client can access with security tokens for a particular 
resource. The workflow of the implementation that takes place when the user has a browser 
based application running in the mobile client and issues a request for a service is described in 
Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8. Workflow diagram of the system 
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CHAPTER 5 
IMPLEMENTATION 
To evaluate the use of a cloud hosted proxy server as a means for supporting smartphones, I 
implemented the architecture shown in figure 4-1 (Chapter 4) and built a prototype application 
called “GradeView App”. The architecture is implemented using BlackBerry’s WebWorks 
framework and Android’s WebView framework as the client application and two servers that are 
identical to EC2 (Amazon) as a cloud provider. Using the application, a student will be able to 
access his grading records for different courses using his mobile device that are hosted on a 
REST Web server. To simplify the evaluation the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator and Android 
emulator are used as the mobile clients. The application is also deployed on a BlackBerry 
Playbook tablet device for testing.  
The client application is BlackBerry Web Work application and Android WebView 
application which is the embedded browser framework. Embedded browser framework is a 
device or platform independent Web based framework that allows Web Services to be deployed 
as resident applications on the mobile device. Figure 5- 1 presents the architecture of the 
WebWorks/ WebView. 
 
 
Figure 5-1. WebWorks/ WebView Architecture 
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Using WebWorks/WebView, the bulk of the client application is implemented using 
JavaScript. The JavaScript has access to the cache component that is developed in Java and is 
accessible via the JavaScript-Java bridge. The cache component intercepts all the HTTP requests 
and decides based on connectivity and available cache data, how to process them. If the cache 
component does not have the requested data, then it connects to the proxy server for the response. 
A proxy server is used as the intermediary between the BlackBerry/ Android client and the 
RESTful WS which are hosted on a REST Web server. The proxy server is developed in Erlang 
[13] to ensure maximum scalability and high dependability when serving mobile consumers. For 
the RESTful WS for hosting the grading records, a database server is used (CouchBD [5] server is 
used which is a document oriented Non-Relational Database Management Server). Figure 5-2 
shows the code snippet for the Android WebView to create a simple activity that enables 
JavaScript interface and Figure 5-3 shows the UI of the application in the Android emulator. 
 
 
Figure 5-2. Code snippet for Android WebView 
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Figure 5-3. The UI of the application using WebView in Android Emulator 
 
Figure 5-4 shows the code snippet for the BlackBerry WebWorks to send a HTTP GET request 
which is created using the XMLHttpRequest() class in JavaScript to send asynchronous requests 
to the proxy server. Figure 5-5(a) shows the UI of the application in the BlackBerry mobile 
simulator and Figure 5-5(b) shows the UI of the application in the BlackBerry Playbook tablet 
device. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-4. Code snippet for BlackBerry WebWorks 
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Figure 5-5(a). The UI of the application using WebWorks in BlackBerry mobile simulator 
 
 
Figure 5-5(b). The UI of the application using WebWorks in BlackBerry Playbook tablet device 
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5.1 Cache Organization of the client 
The four different cases for the cache organization of the client are as follows: 
Case 1: When the resource is found in the client cache and there is no update in any of the 
resources: When a student wants to know his grade for a particular course, he gives the course 
id in the GradeView application in his mobile device. The GradeView application, which is the 
client application, issues a request for the requested resource. It first goes to the client cache to 
check if the resource is there or not. If the resource is found in the client cache, it issues a 
GET/HEAD request to the proxy server to get the “ETAG” [51] (which is a unique entity of a 
Web resource to determine whether the local copy of the cache has an updated version or an old 
version of the Web resource) of the resource to check if there is any state change happened in the 
resource by matching the recent ETAG value with previous ETAG value which is already stored 
in the client cache. The proxy server checks if the resource is in the proxy cache or not. The 
proxy server also issues a GET/HEAD request to the REST Web server to check if there is any 
state change happened to any of the resources or not. If the resource is not found in the proxy 
cache it fetches the resource from the REST Web server. If there is no state change, the ETAG is 
returned to the client cache. As there is no change in the “ETAG” and it matches with the 
previous value which is in the cache of the client application, the response will be retuned 
directly to the UI of the client application from the client cache (Figure 5-6(c) Condition 3).  
Case 2: When the resource is found in the client cache and there is update in any of 
the resources: If the ETAG value is different from the previous value, then the GradaView 
application contacts the proxy server with a HTTP GET request. The proxy server contacts the 
REST Web server for the resource and pulls the response of the resource and the updates of other 
resource as well from the REST Web Server. The proxy also keeps a copy of it in the proxy 
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cache and pushes the response to client’s cache. Then the client cache keeps a copy of the 
resource in the storage with the updates for other resources and provides the response to the UI 
of the application (Figure 5-6(d) Condition 4).  
Case 3: When the resource is not in the client cache and there is no update in any of 
the resources: If the resource is not in the client cache, it contacts the proxy server. The proxy 
server checks if the resource is in proxy cache or not. If the resource is not found in the proxy 
cache it fetches the resource from the REST Web server. The proxy also issues a GET/HEAD 
request to the REST Web server to check if there is any state change or update happened to any 
of the resources or not. If there is no state change to any other resources, the response is returned 
to the proxy cache which has the requested resource only, sends it to the client cache and 
provides the response to the UI of the GradeView application (Figure 5-6(a) Condition 1).  
Case 4: When the resource is not in the client cache and there is update in any of the 
resources: If there is any state change happened in any of the resources in the REST Web 
Server, the proxy server contacts the REST Web server for the resources, and keep a copy of 
them in the proxy cache and pushes the response which includes the response for the asked 
resource and the responses for other updated resources to client’s cache. Then the client 
application keeps a copy of the resources in the client cache with the updates for other resources 
and provides the response to the UI of the application (Figure 5-6(b) Condition 2).   
The four different cases of cache organization process is showed by Fig 5-6(a), Fig 5-
6(b), Fig 5-6(c) and Fig 5-6(d). 
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Condition 1. When the resource (requested grade) is not in the client cache and there is no 
update in any of the resources (grades): 
 
 
 
Figure 5-6(a). Condition 1 
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Condition 2. When the resource (requested grade) is not in the client cache and there is 
update in any of the resources (grades): 
 
 
 
Figure 5-6(b). Condition 2 
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Condition 3. When the resource (requested grade) is found in the client cache and there is 
no update in any of the resources (grades): 
 
 
Figure 5-6( c). Condition 3 
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Condition 4. When the resource (requested grade) is found in the client cache and there is 
update in any of the resources (grades): 
 
 
Figure 5-6(d). Condition 4 
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5.2 Caching Policy 
For specifying the caching policy, using information in the meta tags [48] or in the headers is not 
considered in this research. However, everything which is cacheable is cached since HTTP GET 
request has been used as the request. Then, the HTTP HEAD request is used whenever there is a 
need for accessing the resource for cache validation. Figure 5-7 and figure 5-8 show the code 
snippets of the cache validation functions for the client using JavaScript and the proxy server 
using Erlang respectively. The Erlang proxy server is based on some previous research on REST 
and proxy server caching done by Lomotey [30]. 
 
Figure 5-7. Code snippet of the cache validation function for the client 
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Figure 5-8. Code snippet for the cache validation function for the proxy server [30] 
 
 
 
5.3 Cache Data Structure 
For the cached data which are JSON objects, the mobile client has its own cache which is a 
key/value pair storage built in JavaScript where the key of the storages are the resource URIs. In 
the proxy server, it has DETS [13] and ETS [13] tables built in Erlang which work as the 
database for the cached data where the key of the storages are the resource URIs as well.  
5.4 State change messages using the Proxy server 
To get the state changes, I implemented two different proxy servers using the Erlang 
programming language. 
Proxy server A: 
The mobile client gets the response back for a particular resource that has been updated from the 
proxy server through a JSON message. Figure 5-9 shows the response from the proxy server for 
the resource “b” whether there is any update or no update.  
 
Figure 5-9. Response from the proxy server for the resource “b” whether there is any update or 
no update 
Proxy server B: 
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The mobile client gets the response back for a particular resource with all other resources that 
have been updated from the proxy server through a JSON message. Figure 5-10 shows the 
response from the proxy server for the resource “b” if there is no update and Figure 5-11 shows 
the response from the proxy server for the resource “b” if there is an update. 
 
Figure 5-10.  Response from the proxy server for the resource “b” if there is no update 
 
 
 
Figure 5-11.  Response from the proxy server for the resource “b” if there is an update 
The proxy server is responsible for consuming the WS, getting the state changes and delivering 
the service result to the mobile client.  
 
5.5 Workflow of the Proxy server  
The workflows of the state propagations for the two different proxies are described below.  
Proxy server A: 
When there is no update in the resource: The GradeView application issues a GET request to 
the proxy server to know the grade of a course. The proxy server then sends Request 1 which is a 
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HEAD request for the requested grade for a particular course that the client application has asked 
for to the REST Web Server and gets back Response 1 which has the ETAG value for the grade. 
From the ETAG value, the proxy server gets to know if any state change happened to the 
requested grade or not by matching this value with its previous value which is kept in proxy 
cache. If not then the proxy server sends the response in JSON format for the grade that the 
client asked for from proxy cache. Figure 5-12(a) shows the workflow when there is no update in 
the grades. 
 
 
Figure 5-12(a). State propagation when there is no update 
 
 
When there is an update in the resource: The GradeView application issues a GET request to 
the proxy server. The proxy server then sends Request 1 to the REST Web server which is a 
HEAD request for the resource which is the grade of a course that the client asked for and gets 
back Response 1 which has the ETAG value for the grade. From the ETAG value, the proxy 
server gets to know if any state change happened to the requested resource or not by matching 
this value with its previous value which is kept in proxy cache. If yes, then the proxy server 
sends Request 2 which is a GET request to the REST Web server for the response of the grade 
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that the client asked for and gets back Response 2.  Then the proxy server sends the response in 
JSON format for the resource that the client asked for from the proxy cache. Figure 5-12(b) 
shows the workflow when there is an update in the grade. 
 
 
Figure 5-12(b). State propagation when there is an update in the resource 
 
 
Proxy server B: 
When there is no update in the resources: The GradeView application issues a GET request to 
the proxy server. The proxy server then sends Request 1 to the REST Web server which is for 
the response of the resource which is the grade of a course that the client asked for and gets back 
Response 1. Then the proxy server sends Request 2 to the server and gets Response 2. This one 
contains the information about the status of the whole document. By analysing the last value of 
the response which says “committed_update_seq”, proxy server gets to know if any state 
change happened to any of the grades or not by matching this value with its previous value 
which is kept in proxy’s “record field”. If not then the proxy server sends the response from the 
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proxy cache in JSON format for the grade that the client asked for. Figure 5-13(a) shows the 
workflow when there is no update in the grades. 
 
 
Figure 5-13(a). State propagation when there is no update 
 
 
When there are updates in the resources: The GradeView application issues a GET request to 
the proxy server. The proxy server then sends Request 1 to the REST Web server which is for 
the response of the grade that the client asked for and gets back Response 1. Then the proxy 
server sends Request 2 to the REST Web server and gets Response 2. This one contains the 
information about the status of the whole document. By analysing the last value of the response 
which says “committed_update_seq”, proxy server gets to know if any state change happened 
to any of the grades or not by matching this value with its previous value which is kept in 
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proxy’s “record field”. If yes then the proxy server updates its status with the recent value of 
“committed_update_seq” and sends Request 3 to the REST Web server and gets back 
Response 3 which contains all the grades where any update happened. Then the proxy server 
sends the response in JSON format which includes the response for the grade that the client 
asked for and all other updated grades. Figure 5-13(b) shows the workflow when there are 
updates in resources. 
 
 
Figure 5-13(b). State propagation when there are updates in the resources 
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CHAPTER 6 
EXPERIMENTS 
For the experimental setup, a BlackBerry 9550 Simulator, a BlackBerry Playbook tablet 
device and an Android Honeycomb tablet Emulator (Android 3:2 Emulator) are used as the 
mobile clients to simplify the evaluation. The client-side of the GradeView app is an embedded 
browser framework which is implemented using WebWorks for the BlackBerry platform and 
WebView for the Android platform. The client application is implemented using JavaScript. A 
proxy server is used as the intermediary between the mobile client and the RESTful Web server 
to handle the numerous concurrent requests. The Erlang-based proxy server and the CouchDB 
RESTful Web Server (which is a document oriented Non-Relational Database Management 
Server) are hosted on servers that are identical to the Amazon EC2 cloud provider. Figure 6-1 
shows the experimental setup.  
 
 
Figure 6-1. The Experimental Setup 
 
 
For all the experiments, the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator and Android Honeycomb tablet 
Emulator are hosted on a 4GB with an Intel
®Core™ i5 CPU 650 that ran at 3.20GHz. A gigabit 
Ethernet connection is used to link the RESTful services and the proxy server. The REST Web 
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server, which is hosting the services and the proxy server ran on two different servers that use 
Intel
®
Xeon
®
 CPU E5506 at 2.13GHz and accessed 16 GB of RAM. 
 
6.1 Experiment Goals 
Goal 1. What is the maximum request/ response rate when the proxy server and the 
mobile client communicate? This is to determine how fast the mobile client and proxy server can 
efficiently communicate.  
Goal 2. How the state changes can be detected and propagated to the proxy server and the 
mobile client? 
Goal 3. How multiple devices of a single user can be supported by the cache efficiently? 
The experiment goals and the corresponding experiments are shown in Table 6-1. Figure 6-2 
shows the experiment goals in the proposed system. 
 
Table 6-1. Experiments and Goals 
Goal Experiment 
What is the maximum request/ response rate when the proxy server 
and the mobile client communicate? This is to determine how fast the 
mobile client and proxy server can efficiently communicate. 
Overhead Calculation 
How the state changes can be detected and propagated to the proxy 
server and the mobile client? 
State propagation test 
How multiple devices of a single user can be supported by the cache 
efficiently? 
Scalability Test 
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Figure 6-2. Experiment goals 
 
6.2 Experiments 
The following is a list of experiments that is conducted to evaluate the design of the proxy 
server and the mobile client according to the architecture. 
Experiment 1:  Overhead Calculation  
Experiment goal: experiment 1 is to measure the general overhead of the system to test Goal 1 
which is to determine what is the maximum request/ response rate when the proxy server 
and the client communicate.  
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Experiment 2:  State propagation test 
Experiment goal: experiment 2 is to test Goal 2 which is to determine the delay between the 
state change occurring and the cache being notified and propagated to the proxy server and 
the mobile client. 
Experiment 3:  Scalability Test 
Experiment goal: experiment 3 is to test the scalability and reliability of the system to test Goal 3 
which is to show how multiple devices of a single user can be supported by the cache 
efficiently. 
6.3 Experiment Setup 
For conducting experiment 1 and experiment 2, three different setups are deployed. 
Setup A. The first experiment is conducted without cache in the BlackBerry WebWorks 
application that consumes the REST WS directly (no proxy server) using a stable high speed 
connection.  
Setup B. For the second experiment (with cache) the BlackBerry WebWorks application 
was extended with a cache component.  
Setup C. In the third experiment (with proxy server) we used the setup of experiment two 
but included a proxy server (with cache). 
Experiment 1: Overhead Calculation 
a. For the first experiment I ran the system with a BlackBerry WebWorks application that 
consumes directly (no proxy server) using a stable high speed connection and no cache and 
calculated the overhead. To measure the overhead, request/ response time is calculated for the 
services as the number of request is increased from 1 to 30 and 1 to 150 when the BlackBerry 
9550 Simulator and BlackBerry Playbook tablet device are used as the mobile clients 
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respectively. Figure 6-3 describes the first setup for the overhead calculation where the mobile 
client is consuming the RESTful WS from the REST Web server. 
 
Figure 6-3. Consume RESTful WS from the REST Web server 
 
 
 
b. For the second experiment I ran the system with a BlackBerry WebWorks application that 
consumes directly (no proxy server) using a stable high speed connection and calculated the 
overhead where the BlackBerry WebWorks application was extended with a cache component. 
To measure the overhead, request/ response time is calculated for the services as the number of 
request is increased from 1 to 30 and 1 to 150 when the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator and 
BlackBerry Playbook tablet device are used as the mobile clients respectively. Figure 6-4 
describes the second setup for the overhead calculation where the mobile client is consuming the 
RESTful WS from the REST Web server. 
 
Figure 6-4. Consume RESTful WS from the REST Web server (mobile client with cache) 
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c. For the second experiment I ran the system with a BlackBerry WebWorks application that 
consumes through proxy server using a stable high speed connection and calculated the overhead 
where the BlackBerry WebWorks application was extended with a cache component. The proxy 
server had its own caching component in it as well. To measure the overhead, request/ response 
time is calculated for the services as the number of request is increased from 1 to 30 and 1 to 150 
when the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator and BlackBerry Playbook tablet device are used as the 
mobile clients respectively. Figure 6-5 describes the second setup for the overhead calculation 
where the mobile client is consuming the RESTful WS through a cloud hosted proxy server. 
 
Figure 6-5. Consume RESTful WS through cloud hosted proxy server 
 
 
Experiment 2: State Propagation test 
a. For the first experiment I ran the system with a BlackBerry WebWorks application that 
consumes directly (no proxy server) using a stable high speed connection and no cache. To 
determine the delay between the state change occurring and the client being notified, maximum, 
minimum and average required time is calculated for the services as the number of request is be 
increased from 1 to 30 and 1 to 150 when the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator and BlackBerry 
Playbook tablet device are used as the mobile clients respectively. Figure 6-6 describes the first 
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setup for the overhead calculation where the mobile client is consuming the RESTful WS from 
the REST Web server. 
 
Figure 6-6. Consume RESTful WS from the REST Web server 
 
 
 
b. For the second experiment I ran the system with a BlackBerry WebWorks application that 
consumes directly (no proxy server) using a stable high speed connection where the BlackBerry 
WebWorks application was extended with a cache component. To determine the delay between 
the state change occurring and the client being notified, maximum, minimum and average 
required time is calculated for the services as the number of request is be increased from 1 to 30 
and 1 to 150 when the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator and BlackBerry Playbook tablet device are 
used as the mobile clients respectively.. Figure 6-7 describes the second setup for the overhead 
calculation where the mobile client is consuming the RESTful WS from the REST Web server. 
 
Figure 6-7. Consume RESTful WS from the REST Web server (mobile client with cache) 
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c. For the third experiment I ran the system with a BlackBerry WebWorks application that 
communicates through the proxy server using a stable high speed connection where the 
BlackBerry WebWorks application was extended with a cache component. The proxy server had 
its own cache component in it as well. For this experiment I used two different proxies; proxy 
server A and proxy server B with different state propagation mechanism as discussed in earlier 
chapters. To determine the delay between the state change occurring and the client being notified, 
maximum, minimum and average required time is calculated for the services as the number of 
request is be increased from 1 to 30 and 1 to 150 when the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator and 
BlackBerry Playbook tablet device are used as the mobile clients respectively. Figure 6-8 
describes the second setup for the overhead calculation where the mobile client is consuming the 
RESTful WS through cloud hosted proxy server. 
 
Figure 6-8. Consume RESTful WS through cloud hosted proxy server 
 
Experiment 3: Scalability Test 
a. To test the scalability of the entire system, in the first experiment, apache bench [5] load 
generator is configured to issue 10000 workloads as the number of concurrent request is changed 
from 10 to 550 and sent it to the REST Web server. The performance is determined based on 
how the concurrent requests the system is handling by calculating the throughput and time per 
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request across all concurrent requests. And Figure 6-9 describes the first setup for the scalability 
test where Load Generator is sending requests to the REST Web server. 
 
Figure 6-9. Load Generator sends requests to the REST Web server 
 
b. In the second experiment, apache bench load generator generated 10000 workloads as the 
number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 and sent it to the proxy server. For this 
experiment I used two different proxies; proxy server A and proxy server B with different state 
propagation mechanism as discussed in earlier chapters. The performance is determined based on 
how the concurrent requests the system is handling by calculating the throughput and time per 
request across all concurrent requests.  Figure 6-10 describes the second setup for the scalability 
test where Load Generator is sending requests to the proxy server. 
 
 
Figure 6-10. Load Generator sends requests to the proxy Server 
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6.4 Experiment Results and Discussion 
Experiment 1: Overhead Calculation 
For experiment 1, to calculate the overhead, the systems were evaluated based on different 
numbers of concurrent clients that each executed 30 read requests (for the BlackBerry 9550 
Simulator) and 150 read requests (for the BlackBerry Playbook device) to a RESTful web service 
respectively. The tests are repeated five (5) times on each round starting from 1 request to 30 
requests (for the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator) and 1 request to 150 requests (for the BlackBerry 
Playbook device). Table 6-2 shows a comparative analysis of the three setups based on the 
throughput in seconds for the services as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 30 for the 
BlackBerry 9550 Simulator. Table 6-3 shows a comparative analysis of the three setups based on 
the throughput in seconds for the services as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 150 for 
the BlackBerry Playbook device. 
Table 6-2. Results comparing the three setups for the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator 
Experiment Setup 
Setup A (no cache 
and no proxy server) 
Setup B (cache and 
no proxy server) 
Setup C (proxy 
server and cache) 
Average 
throughput for 
sending 30 
requests (s) 
107.6722341 117.1247076 237.2614898 
 
Table 6-3. Results comparing the three setups for the BlackBerry Playbook device 
Experiment Setup Setup A (no cache 
and no proxy server) 
Setup B (cache and 
no proxy server) 
Setup C (proxy 
server and cache) 
Average 
throughput for 
sending 150 
requests (s) 
398.93301 592.0737346 2652.800438 
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The results from table 6-2 show that Setup C improves the throughput for 120.3553142% than the 
Setup A and 102.5716816% than the Setup B under the same conditions when using the 
BlackBerry 9550 Simulator as the mobile device. The results from table 6-3 show that Setup C 
improves the throughput for 564.9739103% than the Setup A and 348.0523764% than the Setup 
B under the same conditions when using the BlackBerry Playbook device as the mobile device. 
Figure 6-11(a) shows the throughput in seconds for the services as the number of requests is 
changed from 1 to 30 for the 3 different models using the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator as the 
mobile client. Figure 6-11(b) shows the throughput in seconds for the services as the number of 
requests is changed from 1 to 150 for the 3 different models using the BlackBerry Playbook tablet 
device as the mobile client. Setup A (no cache and no proxy server), Setup B (cache in mobile 
client) and Setup C (proxy server and cache) for experiment 1 are represented in the graphs by the 
blue, red and green line respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6-11(a). Throughput in second for the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator 
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Figure 6-11(b). Throughput in second for the BlackBerry Playbook device 
 
The graph shows decrement of throughput for model A and B after a while as number of 
requests increases from 1 to 30 and linear line in throughput for model C in Fig 6-11a. In Fig 6-
11b, the graph shows an increment of throughput for model C (Fig 6-11a) and decrement of 
throughput after a while for model A and B in Fig 6-11b as number of requests increases from 1 
to 150. The graphs, Fig 6-11a shows a drop at the beginning for model A and Fig 6-11b shows a 
spike at the beginning for model B respectively which is maybe while the CouchDB cache was 
being filled. For both Fig 6-11a and Fig 6-11b, model C performs better than model A and model 
B. Also high throughput is achieved using model C over model A and B. The result is best when 
the tablet device is used over the simulator. 
Experiment 2: State Propagation test 
For experiment 2, to determine the delay between the state change occurring and the client being 
notified, maximum, minimum and average required time is calculated based on different numbers 
of concurrent clients that each executed 30 read requests (for the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator) and 
150 read requests (for the BlackBerry Playbook device) to a RESTful Web server respectively. 
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The tests are repeated five (5) times on each round starting from 1 request to 30 requests (for the 
BlackBerry 9550 Simulator) and 1 request to 150 requests (for the BlackBerry Playbook device). 
Table 6-4 and table 6-5 show the result of the three setups based on the minimum and maximum 
required response time in seconds for the services as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 
30 using the proxy server A and proxy server B respectively.  
Table 6-4. Request-response duration through proxy server A 
Experiment Setup Setup A (no cache 
and no proxy server) 
Setup B (cache and 
no proxy server) 
Setup C (proxy 
server A and cache) 
Min request-
response time for 
30 requests (s) 
0.110867 
 
0.097067 0.0651 
Max request- 
response time for 
30 requests (s) 
0.125633 0.139 0.076233 
 
Table 6-5. Request-response duration through proxy server B 
Experiment Setup Setup A (no cache 
and no proxy server) 
Setup B (cache and 
no proxy server) 
Setup C (proxy 
server B and cache) 
Min request-
response time for 
30 requests (s) 
0.110867 0.097067 0.1144 
Max request- 
response time for 
30 requests (s) 
0.125633 
 
0.139 
 
0.132633 
 
Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 shows the minimum and maximum required time in seconds for the 
services as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 30 for the 3 different models using the 
BlackBerry 9550 Simulator as the mobile client respectively. Setup A (no cache and no proxy 
server), Setup B (cache in mobile client) and Setup C (proxy server and cache) for experiment 1 
are represented in the graphs by the blue, red and green line respectively. Here I used proxy server 
A for the first part of the graph and proxy server B for the second part of the graph.  
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Figure 6-12. Minimum response times 
 
 
 
Figure 6-13. Maximum response times 
 
Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 show an increment of required time as a function of the 
number of request for the model A, B and model C (as we used closed loop for multiple GET 
requests) when Proxy server A is used (the first part of the graphs). Here, the results show (from 
table 6-4, figure 6-12 and 6-13) the minimum and maximum response times are minimal as the 
number of requests is changed from 1 to 30 when model C (using proxy server A) is used which 
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is represented by the green line. Though there is no notable performance increase when Proxy 
server B is used (the second part of the graphs) for model C in Figure 6-12, Figure 6-13 and table 
6-5. 
Figure 6-14 and figure 6-15 show the comparison of minimum and maximum response 
times for two different proxies. Proxy server A and Proxy server B (gossiping) are represented in 
the graphs by the blue and red line respectively. 
 
Figure 6-14. Comparison of minimum response times for two different proxies 
 
 
 
Figure 6-15. Comparison of maximum response times for two different proxies 
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Figure 6-14 and figure 6-15 show the comparison of minimum and maximum response 
times for two different proxies where response times are minimal as the number of requests is 
changed from 1 to 30 when proxy server A (presented by the blue line) is used over proxy server 
B (presented by the red line). 
Table 6-6 shows the result of the three setups based on the average required response 
time in seconds for the services as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 30 using the proxy 
server A and proxy server B respectively for the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator. Table 6-7 shows the 
result of the three setups based on the average required response time in seconds for the services 
as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 150 using the proxy server A for the BlackBerry 
Playbook device. 
Table 6-6. Average request-response duration using the BlackBerry 9550 Simulator 
Experiment 
Setup 
Setup A (no 
cache and no 
proxy server) 
Setup B (client 
cache and no 
proxy server) 
Setup C (proxy 
server A and 
cache) 
Setup C (proxy 
server B and 
cache) 
Average 
request- 
response time 
for sending 30 
requests (s) 
0.117367 
 
0.119633 
 
 
0.070607 
 
 
0.121107 
Table 6-7. Average request-response duration using the BlackBerry Playbook device 
Experiment Setup Setup A (no cache 
and no proxy server) 
Setup B (client 
cache and no proxy 
server) 
Setup C (proxy 
server A and cache) 
Average request- 
response time for 
sending 150 
requests (s) 
0.235608 0.222295 
 
0.026805 
 
 
The results from table 6-6 and table 6-7 show that Setup C decreases the average round-
trip time than the Setup A and the Setup B under the same conditions when proxy server A is 
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used. On the other hand, Setup C takes longer duration for the average round-trip time than the 
Setup A and the Setup B under the same conditions when proxy server B is used which is shown 
in table 6-6. 
Figure 6-16(a) shows the average required time in seconds for the services as the number 
of requests is changed from 1 to 30 for the 3 different models using the BlackBerry 9550 
Simulator as the mobile client. Figure 6-16(b) shows the average required time in seconds for the 
services as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 150 for the 3 different models using the 
BlackBerry Playbook tablet device as the mobile client. Setup A (no cache and no proxy server), 
Setup B (cache in mobile client) and Setup C (proxy server and cache) for experiment 1 are 
represented in the graphs by the blue, red and green line respectively. Here I used proxy server A 
for the first part of the graph and proxy server B for the second part of the graph. 
 
 
Figure 6-16(a). Average response times (using BlackBerry simulator) 
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Figure 6-16(b). Average response times (using Playbook) 
 
Figure 6-16(a) shows an increment of average required time as a function of the request 
number for the model A, B and model C (as we used closed loop for multiple GET requests) as 
the number of requests is changed from 1 to 30 when Proxy server A (the first part of the graph) 
is used. Though there is no notable performance increase happened when Proxy server B (the 
second part of the graph) is used for model C as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 30 in 
Figure 6-16(a).  
In figure 6-16(b), average required time increases exponentially for model A and B while 
model C outperforms by showing a very linear line graph as the number of requests is changed 
from 1 to 150. The huge difference in model A and C; and model B and C are notably visible in 
this graph. The highest required response times for model A and model B are 0.47810029 seconds 
and 0.46910029 seconds respectively when the number of request is 150. On the other hand, the 
highest required response time for model C is 0.052 seconds for 150 requests which shows that 
model C takes shorter duration than model A and model B even with a large number of requests 
for the services. 
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  Figure 6-17 shows the comparison of average response times for two different proxies. 
Proxy server A and Proxy server B (gossiping) are represented in the graphs by the blue and red 
line respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6-17. Comparison of average response times for two different proxies 
 
In figure 6-17, the lowest required response times for proxy server A and proxy server B 
(gossiping) are 0.003 seconds and 0.0034 seconds respectively when the number of request is 1. 
The highest required response times for proxy server A and proxy server B (gossiping) are 
0.1348 seconds and 0.1978 seconds respectively when the number of request is 30. The graph 
shows that proxy server B takes longer duration than proxy server A for the average required 
response times as the number of requests is changed from 1 to 30. 
Experiment 3: Scalability Test 
For experiment 3, for the scalability test, in the first and second setup, apache bench load 
generator generated 10000 workloads as the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 
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550 and sent it to the CouchDB REST server and Erlang proxy server respectively. The result of 
the round-trip test is presented in Table 6-8. 
Table 6-8. Results comparing round- trip duration 
Web Server CouchDB REST 
server 
Erlang proxy server 
(proxy server A) 
Erlang proxy server 
(proxy server B) 
Average request- 
response 
time for 10000 
workloads (ms) 
1.869181818 2.698545455 4.651927273 
 
 Figure 6-18(a) and figure 6-18(b) show the total required time in milliseconds for the services as 
the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads for the REST 
server and the Proxy server (using proxy server A and Proxy server B respectively).  
 
 
Figure 6-18(a). Time per request for proxy server A 
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Figure 6-18(b). Time per request for proxy server B (using gossiping) 
 
 
 
The result shows, in figure 6-18(a) and table 6-8, the proxy server A adds a little 
overhead (increased 44.37041% overhead for required time) than the REST Couch server. On the 
other hand, the proxy server B adds a lot of overhead (increased 148.8750547% overhead for 
required time) than the REST Couch server (in figure 6-18b and table 6-8). The reason of adding 
the overhead can be that the Proxy server A and Proxy server B are doing caching, cache 
validation, parsing and extracting data from the original result that is coming from the REST 
Couch server which takes time. 
Figure 6-19 shows the comparison of total required time in milliseconds for the services 
as the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads for proxy 
server A and Proxy server B respectively.  
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Figure 6-19. Comparison of time per request for two different proxies 
 
 
 
The graph shows, in figure 6-19, Proxy server B adds a lot of overhead over Proxy server 
A (increased 72.38647083% overhead for required time) as the number of concurrent request is 
changed from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads.  
The analysis of the throughput calculation for the services as the number of concurrent 
request is changed from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads for the REST server and the Proxy server 
is shown in table 6-9. 
Table 6-9. Results comparing average throughput 
Web Server CouchDB REST 
server 
Erlang proxy server 
(proxy server A) 
Erlang proxy server 
(proxy server B) 
Average 
throughput (s) for 
10000 workloads  
560.154 575.8693 219.0494545 
 
The results from table 6-9 show that Erlang proxy server produced a percentage increase 
of 2.805532% throughput in comparison with the CouchDB REST server under the same 
conditions when proxy server A is used. On the contrary, Erlang proxy server produced a 
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percentage decrease of 60.895% throughput in comparison with the CouchDB REST server under 
the same conditions when proxy server B is used. 
Figure 6-20(a) and figure 6-20(b) show the throughput in seconds for the services as the 
number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads for the REST 
server and the Proxy server (using proxy server A and Proxy server B respectively). Figure 6-21 
shows the comparison of the throughput in seconds for the services as the number of concurrent 
request is changed from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads for proxy server A and Proxy server B 
respectively.  
 
 
 
Figure 6-20(a). Throughput for proxy server A 
 
 
Figure 6-20(b). Throughput for proxy server B (using gossiping) 
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Figure 6-21. Comparison of throughput for two different proxies 
 
 
In figure 6-20(a), the proxy server A has the better throughput than the REST server for 
the services as the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads. 
On the other hand, in figure 6-20(b), the proxy server B has a very low throughput than the 
REST server for the services as the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 for 
10000 workloads. The graph in figure 6-21 also shows the vast difference of the throughput in 
seconds for proxy server A and proxy server B where proxy server A outperforms proxy server 
B. 
6.5 Summary 
The summary of the experiments are listed below based on the goals. 
Goal 1. What is the maximum request/ response rate when the proxy server and the client 
communicate? This is to determine how fast the client and proxy server can efficiently 
communicate.  
Experiment 1: To calculate the overhead, the systems were evaluated based on different 
numbers of concurrent clients that each executed 30 read requests (for the BlackBerry 9550 
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Simulator) and 150 read requests (for the BlackBerry Playbook device) to a RESTful web 
service respectively and plotted the throughput for three different setups. The result shows an 
increment in throughput for model C (Fig 6-11b), and a linear line for model C (Fig 6-11a). The 
graph shows a decrement in throughput for model A and B as number of requests increases from 
1 to 30 in Fig 6-11a and exponential decrement for model A and B in Fig 6-11b. Also high 
throughput is achieved using model C over model A and B (table 6-2 and table 6-3).   
Goal 2. How the state changes can be detected and propagated to the proxy server and the 
mobile client? 
Experiment 2: To determine the delay between the state changes occurring and the client 
being notified, maximum, minimum and average required time is calculated based on different 
numbers of concurrent clients. Figure 6-12,  Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-16(a) show an increase of 
required time as a function of the request number for the model A, B and model C (as we used 
closed loop for multiple GET requests) when Proxy server A is used. Though there is no notable 
performance increase happened when Proxy server B is used for model C (Figure 6-12, Figure 6-
13 and Figure 6-16(a). On the other hand, for model A and B, average required time increases 
exponentially while model C outperforms by showing a very linear line graph in Figure 6-16(b). 
The huge difference in model A and C; and model B and C are notably visible in this graph. Also 
by comparing Proxy server A and Proxy server B for minimum, maximum and average response 
times in Figure 6-14, 6-15,6-17 and table 6-4, 6-5, 6-6 respectively, it is clear that Proxy server A 
performs far better than Proxy server B.  
It is also very interesting to see that the performance is tremendously well when an actual 
device is used (in Figure 6-16(b)) for testing over a simulator (in Figure 6-16(a)) (table 6-6 and 
table 6-7). 
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Goal 3. How multiple devices of a single user can be supported by the cache efficiently? 
Experiment 3: For the scalability test, in the first and second setup, apache bench load generator 
generated 10000 workloads as the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 and 
sent it to the actual CouchDB REST server and Erlang proxy server respectively. Figure 6-18(a) 
shows the total required time in milliseconds and Figure 6-20(a) shows the throughput in seconds 
for the services as the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 for 100000 
workloads for the REST server and the Proxy server A. In both figure 6-18(a) and figure 6-20(a), 
we see that the proxy server A adds a little overhead (44.37041% overhead for required time) 
than the REST Couch server without optimizing the overall performance. Figure 6-18(b) shows 
the total required time in milliseconds and Figure 6-20(b) shows the throughput in seconds for the 
services as the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 for 100000 workloads for 
the REST server and the Proxy server B. In both figure 6-18(b) and figure 6-20(b), we see that the 
proxy server B adds a lot of overhead (148.8750547% overhead for required time) than the REST 
Couch server and does not advance the overall performance.  The reason for the performance of 
Couch server is because CouchDB database also runs on Erlang Open Telecom Platform (OTP) 
[13] framework. The Proxy server A and Proxy server B add overhead with caching, cache 
validation, parsing and extracting data from the original result.  However, Proxy server A 
performs better handling concurrency and number of requests which is visible in figure 6-20(a) 
where the proxy server has the better throughput graph.  
While comparing Proxy server A and Proxy server B in figure 6-19 for total required 
time in milliseconds for the services as the number of concurrent request is changed from 10 to 
550 for 10000 workloads, Proxy server A performs better that Proxy server B. Here Proxy server 
B adds a lot of overhead over Proxy server A (72.38647083% overhead for required time). Figure 
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6-21 shows the comparison of the throughput in seconds for the services as the number of 
concurrent request is changed from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads for proxy server A and Proxy 
server B respectively where again Proxy server A outperforms Proxy server B.  
Also, during the testing in experiment 3 for figure 6-18(a), 6-18(b) and figure 6-20(a), 6-20(b) 
it is observed that Erlang proxies respond successfully to all the concurrent HTTP requests 
ranging from 10 to 550 for 10000 workloads. This proves that the proxy server is reliable and 
high availability of the data while hosted in the cloud environment. 
Also we see some spikes in the graphs which are probably caused by network traffic, 
simulator issue, device issue or other interference. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTION 
7.1 Summary 
This work puts forward a cloud-hosted proxy server approach as an effective way to 
support embedded browser apps on smartphones; and shows that RESTful Web services can be 
consumed by these resource limited mobile devices. The work proposes a caching technique on 
the proxy server to deal with the mobile network ecosystem challenges such as the sporadic (or 
unpredictable) network loss, high and intolerable latency, and limited availability of wireless 
bandwidth. The caching component is also extended to the mobile device in order to increase the 
availability of the RESTful Web resources. The distribution of the cache across the participating 
platforms is dubbed “dual caching;” a concept adapted from Liu et al. [29]. This research shows 
that caching and proxy server based techniques can be a solution for: addressing bandwidth 
limitations, minimizing latency to an acceptable level, recover from network loss, and managing 
the limited features (e.g. storage) of the mobile device.   
Moreover, a prototypic mobile browser-based application called GradeView app is 
implemented based on the designed architecture. The app is developed using the embedded 
browser environment for the BlackBerry platform called WebWorks Blackberry and the Android 
platform called WebView. Both environments support code swapping so the entire code set is a 
single JavaScript base code.  
The purpose of the GradeView application is to enable students to access their course 
specific grading records which are hosted on a REST Web server using their mobile devices. The 
use of the embedded browser framework made it possible to deploy a single code to different 
mobile platforms. I therefore, deployed and tested the GradeView app on various consumer 
device platforms such as the BlackBerry mobile, Android powered tablet and BlackBerry 
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Playbook tablet.  The mobile client has its own JavaScript based caching component to support 
network loss, connectivity issue and bandwidth problems. The adoption of the REST WS 
standard is to manage the limited storage and processor of the mobile since REST traffic is 
lightweight and semantically easier to manipulate. 
The proxy server was implemented using Erlang for providing high scalability and 
concurrency. Two different Erlang proxy servers were implemented and evaluated to see which 
one performs better and faster for state propagation to the mobile client. The first proxy is built 
based on the “gossiping” technique whereby the proxy checks from the REST server whether 
there is an update without the knowledge of the mobile client; and the second proxy adopts the 
general caching technique whereby the proxy stores replicas of all successful transactions 
between the mobile and the REST server. It is seen that the gossiping technique for the proxy 
server is responsible for decreasing the performance when the concurrency level increases.  On 
the other hand, the proxy server with general cache validation policy performed significantly 
well and minimizes the communication latency. An environment identical to the Amazon EC2 
cloud environment was used for hosting separately the REST Web server and the proxy server in 
order to ensure reliability and high infrastructure availability. 
The results of the experiments prove that the use of caching and proxy server increase the 
performance significantly while consuming Web services over the wireless network. Thus, the 
use of a proxy server and proxy server caching can be more suitable option with client side 
caching while dealing with these resource poor mobile clients with RESTful Web services. 
7.2 Implications 
In this work, I built and evaluated a mobile application called GradeView app using 
embedded browser framework that can help students to access their grades for different courses 
using their mobile devices. For accessing a grade of a particular grade, the student will have to 
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provide the course Id using the GradeView app in the mobile device and will see the 
corresponding course name and course grade displayed on the screen. The result of the 
experiments conducted using the app in a controlled lab environment are very positive and 
proved that caching and a cloud hosted proxy server can be a solution for addressing network 
loss, latency, limited resource and bandwidth problem while students are accessing their grades 
using their mobile devices. 
This work can also be extended to the E-health field where patients and medical 
professionals can be aided to access information via mobile devices and reducing the waiting 
time as latency becomes vital in the medical domain. The framework can be used to build an 
application that will enable patients to access information, make appointments and to interact 
with health professionals via mobile devices. Similarly, allow the health care professionals to 
interact and push information to the patients. The caching and a cloud hosted proxy server can be 
a solution for handing network loss and latency thus making it easier to access information for 
patients and health professionals using their mobile devices. The E-health concept is evidenced 
in another study called SOPHRA [31]. The joint E-health project with the Geriatrics Ward of the 
City Hospital in Saskatoon Canada aims to aid the health professionals to access patient records 
using their mobile tablet devices, using the embedded browser framework. The SOPHRA 
framework used CSS, HTML5, and JavaScript for building the mobile client application [31]. 
For the implementation of the proxy server, the Erlang programming language is used to achieve 
high concurrency and scalability. Figure 7-1 shows the screenshot for the SOPHRA app. 
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Figure 7-1. SOPHRA app on Android tablet device [31] 
 
 
7.3 Contribution 
The contribution and the findings of our work are summarized below.  
 A prototype implementation of a framework that enforces low latency in a 
distributed mobile environment. 
 The mobile client is able to consume the RESTful WS through our proprietary 
proxy server. 
 Offline RESTful resource accessibility on mobile devices in the case of temporal 
and short-lived disconnections. 
 Embedded browser framework implementation for the mobile client side 
enhances the deployment of the framework for various mobile platforms. 
 Proxy server can be used to as an effective way to get the Web services 
(resources) state propagation from the REST Web server. 
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 Client and proxy side caching can be used as an effective way to deal with the 
wireless network induced problems. 
 The cache can be used for multiple devices as we tested it on different platforms. 
 The Erlang proxy server can give good support to the mobile client. 
 The proxy server and the RESTful Web server can be hosted on other IaaS-based 
clusters such as Amazon EC2 cloud environment. 
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CHAPTER 8 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
8.1 Distributed Proxy 
This work presents the adoption of a cloud-hosted proxy server to support resource poor 
devices such as smartphones and tablets to consume RESTful Web services with less processing 
effort. In this work, only one proxy server is considered to sit between the mobile clients and the 
RESTful Web server to deal with high communication latency. The reason for the employment 
of a single proxy server is to minimize the data inconsistency that may be introduced when 
multi-proxy server approach is adopted in the mobile distributed system. However, as systems 
continue to grow in order to meet increasing processing and storage demands, it will be 
impractical to maintain a single proxy for an enterprise system deployment. Hence, the future 
work will investigate how multiple proxy servers can be implemented and maintained to increase 
the performance of our system.  
8.2 Caching Policies 
In this work, I used session storage [61] policy for storing resources in the mobile device 
cache, which is a browser dependent Web storage technique. I implemented the session storage 
mechanism in our GradeView app for maintaining the data in the mobile device because mobile 
devices are resource limited. Therefore, the saved data in the mobile cache is deleted as soon as 
the application is turned off. In my future work, I would like to explore the persistent storage or 
local storage [61] policy which allows storing data even after the browser is closed. The 
persistent data storage approach will enable the support for business continuity since users can 
have access to the data even when network connectivity is loss. The challenge that the persistent 
data storage on the mobile may introduce is the case of distributed stale cache. This situation will 
be investigated and data consistency policies will be proposed.   
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The future outlook on caching will also focus on the analysis of caching techniques based 
on context, metadata and so on.  
8.3 Security Issues 
Currently, security issues of the data on the mobile device are not considered. Since the 
current form of storage on the mobile follows the session storage technology, we expect the data 
to be erased the moment the application closes. However, as the future work is going to explore 
the local storage mechanism and keeping the cache data in the mobile device to handle network 
loss and latency problem, I would like to conduct a study to ensure the cached data is secure on 
the mobile device. Therefore, I would explore the authentication techniques for the mobile 
clients in my future work so that the data can be secured even if the mobile device gets into a 
wrong hand. 
8.4 The Impact of Multi-tier Caching 
In this work, a centralized proxy server is employed between the mobile client and the 
REST Web server in the distributed system and the “Dual Caching Model” is implemented based 
on the framework proposed by Liu et al. [29]. However, if the centralized proxy server crashes 
for any reason, no mobile client(s) will be able to access data from the REST server as all the 
requests are going to the REST server from the mobile device through the proxy server. In my 
future work, I would like to investigate the impact of multi-tier application caching in scale free 
networks [35]. The approach will enable the replica Web services to be stored on multiple nodes 
which may be distributed across different virtual, physical, and application layers. 
8.5 The Impact of Database Size 
In this work, the database I worked with was a moderately small database in terms of the 
size. However, if a larger database is used, the system might behave differently as I am using 
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cache in the mobile device built in JavaScript which might not have the necessary support 
ability. Therefore, in my future work, I would like to implement and evaluate my framework 
based on different databases in terms of their sizes and study the behavior of the result. 
The database size analysis is also beneficial for the studies of “Big Data” policy 
characterization. The amount of data being produced daily by the enterprise world is reaching 
billions of Terabytes and the bigger challenge is these data is becoming unmanageable. Detail 
studies in the future on the Big Data phenomenon will aid us to formulate policies to reduce the 
data pollution.   
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